CSNC CARBIDE CIRCULAR SERIES

HIGHLY EFFICIENT AND PRODUCTIVE HIGH SPEED CIRCULAR SAWING MACHINES
CARBIDE SAWS DO THE WORK OF FIVE CONVENTIONAL FACTORY BAND SAWS, WITHOUT SACRIFICING QUALITY.
GET THE CLOSE-CUT OFF, LENGTH TOLERANCE, SQUARENESS, AND FINISH OF CUT THAT YOUR CUSTOMERS DEMAND.

CIRCULAR MACHINES > AUTOMATIC > CARBIDE TIPPED BLADE
0° cuts, suitable for ferrous & non-ferrous metals
solid - structural - section round / square / rectangular, hollow tubes

CSNC-65

CSNC-80

CSNC-100

CSNC-125

CSNC-150

CSNC-175

CSNC-200

SPECIFICATIONS
CSNC-65
CUTTING CAPACITY
round

10 - 65mm (0.4”-2.55”)

square

10 - 50mm (0.4”-1.96”)

bar stock length
trim cut

3-6m (10’ - 20 ‘)
0 - programmable 10mm (0.4”) to longer

cut off length

10mm (0.4”) up to full bar length

single stroke

508mm (20”)

remnant length
saw blade
blade speed

40mm (1.57”) + cut length
carbide/cermet tipped
Dia 250x2.0x1.7x32 mm 4/9/50 & 4/11/63 mm
50 to 200 mpm, infinitely variable

blade drive motor

7.5 Kw (10 HP)

hydraulic motor

2.2 Kw (3 HP)

bar loading magazine

Inclined type with storage width
of 730mm (28.7”) for rounds

bar loader capacity

2000 Kg (4,400 lbs)

weight of machine

2500 Kg (5,500 lbs)

size

2500 x 1800 x 1850
98.5” x 71” x 73”

Mitsubishi touch screen PLC & HMI has the
ability to indicate cutting time and cycle
time
For pipe cutting, slow entry and slow exit
feature optimizes productivity
There are two hydraulic cylinders that operate independently, one for the shuttle and
one for the main vise.

CSNC-80

CSNC-100

CSNC-125

CSNC-150

CSNC-175

CSNC-200

10 - 80 mm (0.4” - 3.15”)

25 - 100 mm (1” - 4”)

25 - 125mm (1” - 5”)

30 - 150 mm (1.18” - 6”)

50 - 175 mm (1.96” - 7”)

75 - 200 mm (3” - 8”)

10 - 60mm (0.4” - 2.36”)

25 -80 mm (1” - 3.15”)

25 - 90 mm (1” - 3.54”)

30 - 130 mm (1.18” - 5.11”)

50 - 130 mm (1.96” - 5.11”)

75- 150 mm (3” - 6”)

3-6m (10’ - 20 ‘)

3-6m (10’ - 20 ‘)

3-6m (10’ - 20 ‘)

3-6m (10’ - 20 ‘)

3-6m (10’ - 20 ‘)

3-6m (10’ - 20 ‘) / 12 m (40’) optional

0 - programmable 10 mm (0.4”) to longer

0 - programmable 10 mm (0.4”) to longer

0 - programmable 10 mm (0.4”) to longer

0 - programmable 20 mm (0.78”) to longer

0 - programmable 20 mm (0.78”) to longer

0 - programmable 20 mm (0.78”) to longer

6 mm (0.23”) up to full bar length

10 mm (0.4”) to full bar length

10 mm (0.4”) to full bar length

20 mm (0.78”) to full bar length

20 mm (0.78”) to full bar length

20 mm (0.78”) to full bar length

1016 mm (40”)

1016 mm (40”)

1016 mm (40”)

1016 mm (40”)

1016 mm (40”)

1016 mm (40”)

80mm (3.14”) + cut length

90 mm (3.54”) + cut length

90 mm (3.54”) + cut length

120mm (4.72”) + cut length

20mm (4.72”) + cut length

20mm (4.72”) + cut length

carbide/cermet tipped
Dia 285x2.0x1.70x32 , 4/9/50 & 4/11/63 mm
Dia 315x2.0x1.70x32 , 4/12/90 & 4/11/63 mm

carbide/cermet tipped
Dia 360x2.6x2.25x40 , 4/15/80 & 4/12/90 mm
Dia 380x2.6x2.25x40 , 4/15/80 & 4/12/90 mm

carbide/cermet tipped
Dia 420x2.7x2.25x50, 4/15/80 & 4/12/90mm
Dia 460x2.7x2.25x50, 4/15/80 & 4/12/90mm

carbide/cermet tipped
Dia 460x2.7x2.25x50, 4/15/80 & 4/12/90mm
Dia 520x2.7x2.25x50, 4/15/80 & 4/12/90mm

carbide/cermet tipped
Dia 560x3.0x2.5x50 , 4/15/80 & 4/12/90 mm

carbide/cermet tipped
Dia 650x3.5x3x80 , 4/15/80 & 4/12/90 mm

50 to 200 mpm, infinitely variable

50 - 200 mpm, infinitely variable

50 - 200 mpm, infinitely variable

50 - 200 mpm, infinitely variable

50 - 200 mpm, infinitely variable

50 - 200 mpm, infinitely variable

11 Kw (15 HP)

14.7 Kw (20 HP)

18.3 Kw (25 HP)

29.4 Kw (40 HP)

29.4 Kw (40 HP)

36.75 Kw (50 HP)

2.2 Kw (3 HP)

2.2 Kw (3 HP)

2.2 Kw (3 HP)

2.2 Kw (3 HP)

2.2 Kw (3 HP)

2.2 Kw (3 HP)

Inclined type with storage width
of 730 mm (28.7”) for rounds

Inclined type with storage width
of 1400mm (55”) for rounds

Inclined type with storage width
of 1400mm (55”) for rounds

Inclined type with storage width
of 1400mm (55”) for rounds

Inclined type with storage width
of 1400mm (55”) for rounds

Inclined type with storage width
of 1400mm (55”) for rounds

2,500Kg (5,500 lbs)

5,000 Kg (11,000 lbs)

6,000 Kg (13,220 lbs)

7,500 Kg (16,535 bs)

9,000 Kg (19,800 lbs)

10,000 Kg (22,050 lbs)

3,000 Kg (6,615 lbs)

4,000 Kg (8,818 lbs)

4,500 Kg (9,920 lbs)

5,000 Kg (11,000 lbs)

5,500 Kg (12,100 lbs)

6,700 Kg (14,770 lbs)

2500 x 2550 x 1900
98.5” x 100.5” x 75”

2750 x 2550 x 2050
108” x 100.5” x 81”

2750 x 2550 x 2050
108” x 100.5” x 81”

2750 x 2750 x 2050
108” x 108” x 81”

2750 x 2750 x 2050
108” x 108” x 81”

2750 x 2750 x 2050
108” x 108” x 81”

CSNC PLC FEATURES A COLOR TOUCH SCREEN AND MOUSE CONTROL
Operational parameters such as feed rate, chip load per tooth, blade speed, number of cuts, and cut length can be pre programmed.
PLC can store many programs for quick setup.
> Color touch screen (Mitsubishi).
> “Set up wizard” for easy set up of jobs.
> 200 programs can be saved with 12 digit alpha
numeric name.
> Comprehensive US steel grades menu with capability
to program additional custom material grades.

> Job monitoring with cycle time, job duration, parts
count, and tool life counter.
> Up to 5 different cut off lengths per bar.
> Bar optimization by repeating same sequence per bar.
> Manual operation for all movable units and easy
control.

> On the fly length adjustment after pause. Also chip
load and blade speed can be changed.
> Error codes displayed with explanation of problem.
> For hollow sections special features such as slow en
try, slow exit is provided.
> Diagnostics of all input, outputs and axis parameters.

USER FRIENDLY PROGRAMMING OF CUTTING CYCLES
A

MANUAL cutting cycle

The purpose of manual mode is to check
all functions.
To enter in Manual select this mode from
main menu.

B

SEMI-AUTOMATIC cutting cycle

Semi auto mode is used for trial and to
test correctness of parameter feed in
loaded file such as blade diameter, cutting feed, blade speed, bar size etc.
In this mode a single cut can be made to
check whether the cut is being
performed completely free of burrs.
To select the semi auto cycle, select
SEMI AUTO from main menu of HMI.

New bar entry in main vise is made
contact free by hydraulically lifting the
bar in shuttle in the horizontal and vertical direction* ensures free entry of
distorted ends (maximum 2mm per
1000 mm) or with burrs.
After completing the cut, the shuttle
retracts the stock material well beyond
the blade path. This creates a wide
space between the cut pieces and the
bar stock, allowing for the blade to retract without snagging.
*CSNC65 and CSNC80 - horizontal and vertical
direction
*CSNC100 and up - horizontal direction only

C

AUTOMATIC cutting cycle
The auto mode is designed for production purpose. After entering all data in edit mode, select the start button to start the cycle.
AUTO CYCLE SEQUENCE:
1. The blade, coolant and wire brush will start when selected. Once the blade is properly lubricated, the saw head moves forward to cut the
part with the desired feed rate.
2. After completion of cut, the main vise opens and the shuttle vise moves backward by 1 mm. This allows the blade to return without any
material contact.
3. Saw head rapidly returns to a pre-set home position.
4. Shuttle moves forward to the desired cut length.
5. Cycle resumes to the next cut until programmed job is completed.

> PRODUCTIVITY
Machine Lubrication All moving parts on the machine are
automatically lubricated at timed intervals. This provides
long life of the machine. If the oil becomes empty, the
machine will trigger an alarm.

Quick loading of bar directly into the shuttle infeed.

Saw Blade Lubrication is a precision metered system
supplied via air to the cutting edge of the blade. Also
features a low pneumatic pressure alarm sensor switch for
micromist.

Standard chip auger for all type of materials with max
discharge height of 400mm granting the right operational
conditions of the saw. Optional magnetic style chip conveyor
for ferrous metals ONLY, can be added externally.

Hydraulic wire chip brush for constant removal of chips from
the blade teeth granting a longer blade life.

Horizontal and vertical clamping

> ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE AT HIGH SPEED

> PRECISION

AC servo driven ball screw arrangement.

Saw head slides on heavy duty linear
bearings via ball screw on slant bed.

Trim cuts and remnants are sorted automatically from good parts via a heavy-duty discharge
sorting chute. Additional optional out feed side chain conveyor for longer cut lengths is available
upon request.

Variable cutting speed with frequency drive
and rpm display.

An electro magnetic powder brake is used
to eliminate vibration and backlash as the
blade enters the cut and enhance blade life.

> SAFETY
_ Machine is completely enclosed,
_ All access doors to the machines are electrically interlocked and machine will stop
if door is opened during operation.
_ Front access door opens on hinges to allow complete and easy access for blade
change.
_ Digital display of saw motor on HMI with adjustable overload shut-off.
_ Bar loader safety guarding

Hydraulic inclined clamp cylinders with pressure
regulators.

feed photo

Highly wear resistant hardened and ground tool alloy
steel clamping jaws on both sides of saw blade.
The 1000 mm (40”) shuttle stroke (500 mm - CSNC65)
is controlled by ball screw and servo motor. For small
piece cutting, the shuttle vise remains clamped till it
reaches the end position to optimize productivity using
a progressive stroke.
Thin cut pieces up to 6 mm (0.23”) can be programmed.
Material gripper feed carriage (GFC) mounted on linear
rails (mounted on pillars - CSNC65), driven by a ball
screw and AC servo drive.
New bar entry in main vise made contact free by
hydraulically lifting the bar in shuttle.

OPTIONAL
• Mist/fume exhaust with oil separator
• Auto bar loader for non-rounds
• Bundle loaders max 5T
• Power transformer
• Magnetic chip conveyor
• Long cut bar out feed motorized
conveyor table
• Remote monitoring of PLC
• Hose & pump provision for gear box
oil cooling
• Flood coolant motor pump and hose
for the use of HSS saw blade

AUTO LOADER FOR NON ROUNDS:
Additional equipment for loading flat, square and irregular shaped materials.
BUNDLE LOADERS:
- Bundle loader 2 ton capacity
- Bundle loader 3 ton capacity
- Bundle loader 5 ton capacity
- 6000mm (20’) long material
STAGING TABLE:
- Bundles up to 4535 kg (10,000 lbs) and 6000 mm (20’) long
- Structure plate to align material to reference stop - 1500 mm (60”) wide table
- 1500mm (60”) Wide Table
- 1216mm (48”) Wide Table
- 914 mm (36”) Wide Table
- 610mm (24”) Wide Table
MAGNETIC CHIP CONVEYOR:
- Magnetic style chip conveyor for ferrous materials ONLY, discharge height of 990mm (39”).
*Replaces standard auger style conveyor.

GLOBAL MANUFACTURING LOCAL SUPPORT
Superior sawing solutions supported by top-of-the-line service technicians and a
well-stocked parts department keep our customers’ production going strong.
HYDMECH has several full time parts employees in five manufacturing plants located around the globe. Machines are designed with off-the-shelf parts easily found at
local suppliers and supply houses for quick repairs.
Our Service Team is one of the best trained in the industry and no one knows HYDMECH saws better.

HYDMECH saws are backed through an extensive, world-class network of distributors. Our dealer service technicians are factory trained in machine repair,
machine installation, start up operator training and preventative maintenance.
Just a phone call away, HYDMECH also employs several knowledgeable
Service Technicians around the globe who ensure your HYDMECH saw operates as
required. Plus, we understand that getting the job done doesn’t mean it’s done at
five o’clock. That’s why our senior technicians offer reliable after-hours service for
emergency situations.

ADDING A HYDMECH SAW TO YOUR OPERATION WILL HELP YOU ACHIEVE YOUR GOALS EFFICIENTLY AND STRESS-FREE FOR YEARS TO COME
Dealer Information:

RELIABLE SAWS. RELIABLE PEOPLE.

877-276-SAWS www.HYDMECH.com

